

AGROPILOT
Wireless Control System for the Agricultural Sector
Fully customizable
For slurry pumps with tapping shaft, electric motor, V belt, magnetic coupling or diesel unit
Can be supplied with contactor control or frequency converter
Speed adjustment available in many variants

World record
wireless range up
to 5 km



Feedback
transmit and receive



Customizable
robust and rugged

AGROPILOT
Wireless Control System for the Agricultural Sector
The AGROPilot has been designed especially bearing in mind the
requirements of the agricultural sector; it has a wide range of functionalities and enhancements. The wireless control system is ideally suited
for switching on/oﬀ slurry pumps, water pumps, irrigation systems,
sliders and other agricultural machines over very long distances. The
wireless system can be extended almost in any desired way and thus
optimally adapted to user-speciﬁc applications.
The AGROPilot combines wireless and automation systems into a
single device, but the choice of standard devices is also available.
The robust and high-quality Transmitter is impact-resistant and waterproof; it is ideal for rough use in interior as well as in exterior work areas.
The Transmitter’s excellent ergonomics allows working with gloves and
the tactile buttons enable fatigue-free operation.
The twelve backlit buttons can display feedback from the Receiver and
are individually programmable, ensuring thus optimal system status
display. The aluminium front panel can be customized and provided
with indestructible laser inscription.
The Transmitter works with commercially available AA-type or rechargeable batteries and is hence extremely user-friendly and costeﬀective. The integrated waist-belt clip on the rear side of the Transmitter allows the user to wear it comfortably on the body.
In addition, other options like integrated telephone, hour counter,
integrated CoDeSys PLC, touch-screen in the Receiver and much
more can be combined with the AGROPilot.
More information on the AGROPilot
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Wireless control systems - Electric controls - Frequency converters - Soft starters - Star-Delta motor starters - all «at one-stop»
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PROFIPILOT, MINIPILOT, AGROPILOT, FORSTPILOT, SMARTPILOT are products oﬀered by Firma Meier Elektronik AG

